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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

DATE: February 23, 2007
HEADLINE: Dyke, Henry, Goldsholl & Winzerling Finalizes Implementation of CaseAware™
BODY:
St. Louis, MO -- (February 23, 2007) - KMC Information Systems, L.C. ("KMCIS") is pleased to announce that Dyke, Henry, Goldsholl
& Winzerling, P.L.C. ("DHGW") based in Little Rock Arkansas, is completing implementation of KMCIS’ CaseAware™ Suite. The suite
consists of CaseAware™ Manage and CaseAware™ Integrate. CaseAware™ Manage is a complete Case Management System that
includes a dynamic workflow engine, automated Fee and Cost processing, and integrated Document Generation, Storage & Retrieval.
CaseAware™ Integrate provides automated integration between the firm’s Case Management/Accounting systems and the prevalent
Default Services industry middleware platforms including – Countrywide®, Lenstar®, NewTrak®, VendorScape®, Quandis®, iClear®,
and NewInvoice®.
Rosanna Henry, a DHGW founding member says "Our firm has been committed to one time data entry through technology since 1995,
and we have seen its value and efficiency for clients and employees. Consistent workflow and communication is essential to our
effective and timely representation, and as our implementation date draws near we are absolutely assured and confident that the
CaseAware™ Suite will take Dyke, Henry, Goldsholl & Winzerling P.L.C. to its next level of technology, and the anticipation has
electrified the air at our firm."
The following statement comes from KMCIS’ COO, Dan Cannon, “the DHGW team has been an outstanding partner throughout the
implementation of this project. DHGW is clearly dedicated to the highest level of service to their clients. Their decision to implement
CaseAware™ ensures that their operational goals will be supported by a flexible and scalable case management and integration
system that will enable DHGW to maintain and expand their operations into the future without sacrificing the quality of their service
offerings.”
Dyke, Henry, Goldsholl & Winzerling P.L.C. was established in 1992 to provide effective, expedient and innovative legal services to the
mortgage banking industry, in the states of Arkansas, Mississippi and Texas. Our team of skilled attorneys and experienced staff offer
comprehensive services in foreclosure, bankruptcy, and evictions, and title defect resolution.
Headquartered in suburban St. Louis Missouri, KMC Information Systems is a full-service Software Development and Consulting
Company dedicated to implementing quality solutions for the Legal, Mortgage, and Title industries. KMC Information Systems’
Professional Services group provides support for custom application development, system administration and support, and business
process and technology consulting.
Visit http://kmcis.com to view further information about CaseAware™ and the other Products and Services offered by KMC Information
Systems, L.C.
Disclaimers
Countrywide®, iClear®, NewInvoice®, NewTrak®, Lenstar®, Quandis®, and VendorScape® are the registered trademarks of their
respective owners and KMC Information Systems, L.C. claims no interest therein.
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